Ghost Town Jeopardy

See if you can find the questions to the answers Jack and Annie have discovered about ghost towns. Don’t forget to use Who, What, or Where here!

This form of transportation used to carry passengers from Santa Fe, New Mexico, to Fort Worth, Texas, in the 1870s.

An early version of this instrument played automatically when someone pumped its floor peddles.

Descendents of runaway Spanish horses, these wild animals wandered in herds in the Old West.

These mean-spirited men stole mustangs from herders.

This phrase was used by cowboys to get a horse moving.

A boxy, open space surrounded by walls of rock on the open prairie.

This container held coffee or water for cowboys camping on the plains.

These dry plant collections were often found blowing across ghost towns.

This coiling creature often announced its presence by wiggling its tail.

People in old Western towns would go here to buy clothing and supplies.